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WASHINGTON, D.C. January 31, 2020
TO: NCSEJ Leadership and Interested Parties
FROM: Daniel Rubin, Chairman;
Aleksander Smukler, President;
Mark B. Levin, Executive Vice-Chairman & CEO
Dear Friend,
This week, world leaders and Holocaust survivors gathered at the site of the former Nazi
concentration camp in Auschwitz to mark the 75th anniversary of the camp’s liberation.
Two hundred survivors of the Holocaust attended from Israel, the U.S., Australia, Peru, Russia,
Slovenia and elsewhere. In addition, survivors and many relatives of those killed during the genocide
also attended. The event was organized and led by Polish president, Andrzej Duda. Among politicians
attending Monday’s observances at Auschwitz, which is located in southern Poland, a region under
German occupation during the war, were Ukraine’s president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy, WJC President
Ronald Lauder, and Israeli president, Reuven Rivlin. The German president, Frank-Walter Steinmeier
also attended. Lesley Weiss and her mother, Irene Weiss, attend as part of the USHMM delegation.
Gerland Platt, NSCEJ, and his wife Vikki Deutsch attended as part of the WJC delegation.

On Monday, many members of the U.S. House of Representatives participated in a special order to
honor International Holocaust Remembrance Day. The U.S. House of Representatives also passed
H.R. 943 - the Never Again Education Act, bipartisan legislation co-sponsored by more than 300
members of the House to create a new grant program for the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum to provide schools and teachers with the resources, tools, and training needed to teach
students about the Holocaust and the repercussions that hate and intolerance can have on society.
The legislation allocates $10 million over five years to fund Holocaust education in American schools.
Sincerely,

Mark B. Levin
NCSEJ Executive Vice-Chairman & CEO
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Yes, Secretary Pompeo, Americans Should Care About Ukraine
William Taylor
NYTimes | January 26, 2020
As Secretary of State Mike Pompeo prepares to meet President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine in Kyiv
later this week, he has reportedly asked, “Do Americans care about Ukraine?”
Here’s why the answer should be yes: Ukraine is defending itself and the West against Russian attack.
If Ukraine succeeds, we succeed. The relationship between the United States and Ukraine is key to our
national security, and Americans should care about Ukraine.
Russia is fighting a hybrid war against Ukraine, Europe and the United States. This war has many
components: armed military aggression, energy supply, cyber attacks, disinformation and election
interference. On each of these battlegrounds, Ukraine is the front line.
Read the full article here.
Presidential Message on International Holocaust Remembrance Day, 2020
The White House | January 27, 2020
On International Holocaust Remembrance Day, we remember the millions of precious souls who
perished as a result of the horrific crimes perpetrated by the Nazi regime.

We also reaffirm our

steadfast commitment to confronting the vile poison of anti-Semitism wherever and whenever it arises.
This year’s annual observance of International Holocaust Remembrance Day is especially moving as
we commemorate the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. As we solemnly mourn those
who were abused, tortured, or killed at Auschwitz and other concentration and extermination camps,
we acknowledge the heroes who risked their own lives—many of whom made the ultimate sacrifice—to
help liberate the camps. Their sacrifices helped the forces of freedom prevail to ensure that these
atrocious crimes will never be repeated.
Read the full article here.
Poland, Israel Condemn Resurgent Anti-Semitism at Auschwitz Commemoration
NYTimes | January 27, 2020
OSWIECIM, Poland — The presidents of Israel and Poland called on Monday for greater efforts to combat
anti-Semitism as the world marked 75 years since the liberation of the Auschwitz death camp amid
concerns over a resurgence of anti-Jewish prejudice.
More than 1.1 million people, most of them Jews, perished in the camp's gas chambers or from
starvation, cold and disease.
"Our duty is to fight anti-Semitism, racism and fascist nostalgia, those sick evils that ... threaten to eat
away at the foundations of our democracies," Israeli President Reuven Rivlin said at a venue near the
former camp, which is now a museum.
Polish President Andrzej Duda, who did not attend Israel's national Holocaust Memorial last Thursday
because he was not allowed to speak, thanked Rivlin for his presence at Auschwitz.

Read the full article here.
Battling Antisemitism
JPost Editorial Baord
The Jerusalem Post | January 27, 2020
A day after the world marked International Holocaust Remembrance Day, it is incumbent on all of us to
make sure that the worst genocide in history is not forgotten, and to act vigilantly against the scourge
of antisemitism in all its forms, including Israel-hatred, around the globe.
Last week’s visit to Israel by some 50 world leaders under the auspices of the World Holocaust Forum
Foundation, Yad Vashem and the President’s Office conveyed the unequivocal message that they would
stand together to fight antisemitism wherever and whenever it rears its ugly head.
In the words of World Holocaust Forum president Dr. Moshe Kantor in his address to Thursday’s
“Remembering the Holocaust, Fighting Antisemitism” event: “We are together today, united in our
words and in our belief for a future free from antisemitism, racism and xenophobia.”
But as Kantor himself said, words are not enough. Strong action must be taken to both prevent and
combat outbreaks of antisemitism across the world.
Read the full article here.
A Brave Jewish Voice in Putin’s Russia
Cathy Young
TabletMag | January 28, 2020
I first tried to interview Yevgenia Albats in 1990 when I was a journalist on my first trip back to Moscow,
the city where I was born and had left 10 years earlier when I emigrated to the U.S. at the age of 16. I
was doing research for an article about women and politics in the Soviet Union at a time when the
country was in political flux, just before the fall of the Soviet Union, and spaces for political activity had
opened up; Albats was one of the leading female voices in the male-dominated field of political
journalism. When I approached her at some event and asked for an interview, she was friendly enough
but showed little interest in anything that could be labeled as women’s issues.
That interview never happened, but over the years I continued to follow Albats’ work both in print and
on the radio; she has hosted a weekly show on Ekho Moskvy (“Moscow Echo”), one of Russia’s few
remaining independent radio stations, for the past 15 years. She has been a Nieman fellow at Harvard
University, earned a Ph.D. in political science from the same, and authored a much-praised book on the
history of the KGB (a subject she had pursued in the late 1980s as an intrepid reporter in Moscow,
tracking down retired torturers for interviews and ignoring death threats to herself and her young
daughter). Since 2009, she has been editor in chief of Russia’s most prominent dissident magazine,
New Times—now online-only—after joining in 2007 as deputy chief editor.
Read the full article here.

Natan Sharansky to 'Post': 'Antisemitism is not just a Jewish problem'
Steve Linde
The Jerusalem Post | January 28, 2020
Rising antisemitism should not be seen as a primarily Jewish problem, but one that needs to be tackled
by every country experiencing it, according to former Soviet dissident and Jewish Agency chairman
Natan Sharansky, the newly selected 2020 Genesis Prize laureate.
“Of course, Jews, as the target of this most ancient hatred had to develop ways to protect themselves,”
Sharansky said in an exclusive interview with The Jerusalem Post. “The establishment of the State of
Israel turned tables on the situation, when Jews finally reclaimed an opportunity to shape own future.
However, if I were a European leader, I would spend day and night asking myself how come that
Europe was so quick to get rid in such a cruel way of its Jews who played such an important role in
creation and development of the modern liberal European society, and how is it possible that today,
just one generation after Holocaust, more and more European Jews believe that neither they nor their
children have a future in Europe?”
“Good words and good intentions are not enough to protect Jews from the new antisemitism rhetoric,”
Sharansky said. “As a very minimum, every European leader should expect from each citizen of his or
her country, including new citizens, accept the fundamental principles of human rights, such as
freedom and equality, that are basic for the modern European culture.”

Read the full article here.
Opinion: Do Jews have a future in Europe?
Pinchas Goldschmidt
DW| January 28, 2019
Seventy-six years have passed since a cattle train brought Jacob and Mariam Schwartz, my greatgrandparents, from Hungary to Auschwitz-Birkenau. On a clear summer's day in May, hungry and
thirsty, scared and soiled from a three-day train ride, they were sent to the gas chambers and
cremated. Dozens of members of my mother's family from Hungary, men, women and children, were
amongst the 400,000 Hungarian Jews who were murdered in Auschwitz.
One year later, the Auschwitz Concentration Camp was liberated by the Red Army, but very few
survivors were found: Almost all of the inmates had been eliminated through the gas chambers,
disease and death marches.
As a Jewish leader, this is not just a history lesson. The people around me — those who pray in my
synagogue, gather for a social occasion, celebrate a bar mitzvah or mourn a family member — are the
relatives of people like Jacob and Mariam. Today's European Jewish community is shaped by the
Holocaust.
Read the full article here.
Why Aren’t Russians Protesting Putin’s Reforms?
Alexander Baunov
Carnegie Moscow Center | January 30, 2020
A strange thing happened following President Vladimir Putin’s recent announcement of plans to change
the Russian constitution. Two Moscow municipal councilors requested and received permission to hold
a protest rally on February 1 against the changes, but then retracted their application, having
apparently realized the protest would not get enough support from the public.
Putin’s proposals include giving more power to parliament at the expense of the president, limiting
future presidents to a total of two terms (rather than the current ban on more than two consecutive
terms), and giving more power to the State Council, an advisory body. The changes were widely
interpreted as the start of a power transition in Russia: Putin is obliged by the constitution to step down
when his current term ends in 2024. Analysts predicted that with a new president kept in check by the
reforms, Putin himself could move over to head the newly boosted State Council, giving him a way of
retaining some control.
Read the full article here.
Sergii Leshchenko: Ukraine should import US corruption-fighting methods
Sergii Leshchenko
Kyiv Post | January 31, 2020
The impeachment inquiry and trial of U. S. President Donald Trump not only opened a Pandora’s box of
American politics but also shed some light on Ukraine’s internal politics.
Every day brings even more proof that political and business interests are deeply integrated into U.S.Ukraine relations. And it seems like we have never seen such frankness in international politics before.
The release of Trump’s phone conversation with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky was itself an
unprecedented event. It didn’t stop there: the public also learned about the correspondence of the
“three amigos,” followed by livestreamed testimonies in Congress. Finally, a critical asset in
investigating the pressure on Ukrainian authorities was
Lev Parnas, a Ukrainian-American business partner of Rudolph Giuliani, Trump’s personal lawyer.
Parnas agreed to cooperate with impeachment investigators, including providing Congress with his
mobile phone containing all his Ukraine-related correspondence and a recording of his conversation
with Trump.
Read the full article here.

Armenia’s antisemitism? The truth is different
Yoav Loeff
The Jerusalem Post | January 27, 2020

Maayan Jaffe-Hoffman describes two monuments in Armenia and Azerbaijan, in an attempt to portray
the Armenians as antisemitic as opposed to Jew-loving Azeris (“At Auschwitz liberation tribute, Israel
should study tale of two monuments,” January 21). The problem is that the author uses facts
selectively, and even with some significant inaccuracies.
The article opens with the monument of Garegin Nzhdeh in Yerevan, giving the impression that the
“antisemitic” Armenians chose to glorify his heritage as a Nazi collaborator. But Nzhdeh was first and
foremost a military hero and a central leader of the Armenian liberation movement who sought to
achieve independence for his nation after hundreds of years of occupation. He fought against the
Ottoman Empire when it systematically slaughtered its own Armenian minority and played a major role
in the establishment of the First Republic of Armenia (1918-1920) which, post-genocide, gave the
suffering Armenian nation a short period of renewed hope.
Read the full article here.
Inside Anatevka, the curious Chabad hamlet in Ukraine where Giuliani is ‘mayor’
Simona Weinglass
The Times of Israel | January 31, 2020
ANATEVKA, Ukraine — The road to Anatevka is bordered by harsh Soviet-era high-rises.
While downtown Kyiv is picturesque and filled with chic restaurants and coffee shops, as we drove out
of the Ukrainian capital the architecture switched abruptly to dilapidated and stark buildings that my
translator, Galya Rudyk, said “don’t look any better on the inside.”
“This is how the average person lives, in a 50-square meter apartment with a small kitchen and tiny
bathroom,” she added.
Ukraine is one of the poorest countries in Europe, with a GDP per capita of $3,592, according to the
International Monetary Fund. By contrast, Israel has a GDP per capita of $42,823, while that of the
United States is $65,111. Rudyk said her mother, an obstetrician, earns about $200 a month; her
father, a military officer, about $600.
Facade of a Soviet-era apartment building in Kyiv, Ukraine, November 6, 2012 (Lewinn/iStock)
After a 50-minute ride, we arrived at our destination.
Anatevka is a gated compound that it would be a stretch to call a village. Despite looking a bit like a
movie set, it appeared to be a decent place to live. There is, we would eventually see, a brand-new
playground and a soccer field, and the main apartment building was freshly painted and had large
windows.
Read the full article here.
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